
Portal for Utilization of Surplus Power 

Roles and Responsibilities 

  

Roles of original beneficiary: 

1.      Shall submit the surrendered quantum (MW), duration (block-wise) on the portal. 

2.      Shall continue to pay the FC and VC after reinstatement of the allocated power. 

  

Roles of new beneficiary/buyer: 

1.      Shall submit its requisition online for availing the surplus power through web-based 

National portal. 

2.      Shall pay both variable charge (VC) and fixed cost (FC) for full requisition after 

temporary allocation/transfer of Power. 

3.      Shall comply the payment security mechanism as agreed and Confirmation of 

payment on portal. 

4.      Shall make its own arrangements such as open access approvals and any other 

approvals, if applicable with concerned authorities. 

5.      Shall not surrender the surplus power again to another new beneficiary for the time 

period of allocated/transferred power, once allocated from original beneficiary. 

  

Roles of CGS: 

1.      Shall fill the Fixed charge and Variable charge details of their generating stations at 

the first time of logging and shall update it by 8th of every month or as and when 

required. 

2.      Shall verify details/data related to their Gencos on portal at the first time/subsequent 

loggings. 

3.     Shall confirm the consent and details of surrender and requisition of surplus power 

of the original beneficiary and new beneficiary respectively w.r.t. availability of units 

during the period of requisition on the portal. 

4.      Shall confirm the availability of payment security before scheduling of surplus power. 

5.   Shall always keep updated status of planned shutdown at the portal so that buyers 

may submit requisition bids accordingly 

  

Role of ISGS/IPP/States (in case of state Gencos) 

1.      The Surplus capacity shall be entered by Gencos (state PPC/LDCs in case of state 

Gencos) on portal after confirmation of the checklist. Shall submit the surrendered 

quantum (MW), duration (block-wise) on the portal. 

2.      The consent of Gencos (states in case of state Gencos) on portal for transfer of 

surplus power to new buyer is necessary 

3.      GENCOs consent on portal for transfer of surplus power to new buyers 



4.      Confirmation of payment security by GENCOs on portal 

  

Roles of CTU 

1.      CTU shall check availability of margins in the transmission network for MTOA and 

LTA as per extant regulations and inform the same on the portal. 

  

Roles of NPC/CEA (For D-1 allocations): 

1.      NPC/CEA shall allocate surplus power on portal to willing new beneficiaries based 

on following criteria and communicate to NLDC. 

        i.   First preference shall be given to co-beneficiaries of the CGS. 

      ii.  In case multiple beneficiaries seek to avail surplus power from a CGS , the surplus 

power allocation will be on first come first serve basis. 

    iii.  In case, multiple beneficiaries request simultaneously (in the same time block) and 

the sum of their requisitioned power exceeds the available surplus power, then the 

surplus shall be apportioned & scheduled pro-rata in the ratio of the respective 

requisitions (in MW) made by the buyers. 

  

Roles of GM/CEA(for other than D-1 allocations): 

2.      GM/CEA shall allocate surplus power on portal to willing new beneficiaries based on 

following criteria and communicate to NLDC. 

        i.    First preference shall be given to co-beneficiaries of the CGS. 

      ii.   In case multiple beneficiaries seek to avail surplus power from a CGS , the surplus 

power allocation will be on first come first serve basis. 

    iii.   In case, multiple beneficiaries request simultaneously (in the same time block) and 

the sum of their requisitioned power exceeds the available surplus power, then the 

surplus shall be apportioned & scheduled pro-rata in the ratio of the respective 

requisitions (in MW) made by the buyers. 

  

Roles of NLDC: 

2.      NLDC shall check availability of margins in the transmission network  and confirm 

the same on portal 

3.      NLDC shall intimate that whether the allocated/transfer of power has been started 

scheduling for report creation on the portal. 

  

Roles of RLDC: 

1.      RLDC shall check availability of margins in the transmission network  and confirm 

the same on portal 

2.      The concerned RLDC shall schedule the surplus power as per the requisition within 

the time blocks stipulated in IEGC. 

3.      Shall incorporate the temporary allocation in their daily schedule as per practice. 



4.      Shall update the allocation and provide input to NTPC through API for updation on 

National portal. 

5.      Shall process open access approval for NOC through NOAR. 

6.      RLDC shall intimate that whether the allocated/transfer of power has been started 

scheduling for report creation on the portal. 

  

Roles of SLDC/Power Procurement Cell(PPC): 

1.      Information of availability of surplus power by SLDC/PPC  in case of State GENCOs 

on portal after confirmation of the checklist. 

2.      SLDC shall check availability of margins in the transmission network  and confirm 

the same on portal 

3.      SLDC shall intimate that whether the allocated/transfer of power has been started 

scheduling for report creation on the portal. 

4.      SLDC/PPC  in case of State GENCOs consent on portal for transfer of surplus power 

to new buyers. 

5.      Confirmation of payment security by SLDC/PPC  in case of State GENCOs on portal 

  

Roles of RPC: 

1. Concerned RPC will prepare the REAs (Regional Energy Accounts) and other 

accounts  for Payment settlement. 
 


